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SUMMARY

The World Wide Web, initially intended as a way to publish static hypertexts on the Internet, is moving toward complex applications. Static Web sites are being gradually replaced by dynamic sites, where information is stored in databases and non trivial computation is performed.

In such a scenario, ensuring the quality of a Web application from the user’s perspective is crucial. Techniques are being investigated for the analysis and testing of Web applications for such a purpose. However, a static analysis of the source code may be extremely difficult (and, in general, infeasible) because of the presence of dynamic generation of the HTML code that is part of the application under analysis.

In this paper, a dynamic analysis technique is proposed for the extraction of a Web application model through its execution. Availability of statistical data about the accesses to the pages generated by the Web application is exploited for statistical testing, based on the recovered model. Test cases can be prioritized, so as to exercise the most frequently followed paths first. Moreover, statistical reproduction of the user’s navigation paths allows for an estimation of the reliability of the application.
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INTRODUCTION

Web sites – collections of static hyper-documents encoded in the HTML language – are being gradually replaced by Web applications – server side programs that dynamically generate hyper-documents in response to some input from the user. Correspondingly, the motivation behind being present on the Web is changing. While in the past it was a matter of following the trend and advertising activities and products, it is now becoming a viable alternative to
the traditional ways of selling goods and providing services. For such tasks, static Web sites are insufficient and more dynamism is required on the server side.

Static analysis of highly dynamic Web applications is a difficult task. In fact, the HTML code displayed by the browser is not fixed, being produced at run-time by server programs. While in the simplest cases a fixed HTML skeleton is filled-in with values computed dynamically, in more complex applications even the structure of the resulting HTML page is not given a priori, and is constructed dynamically. In such a situation, a static analysis of the server programs generating the Web pages can hardly result in a useful model of the application. In fact, the problem of determining the HTML code produced by a server program is related to the problem of determining if a given execution path is feasible, which is known to be an undecidable problem. Moreover, a Web application involves several programming languages. On the server side, at least one programming language is used for the dynamic production of the HTML pages (e.g., PHP, Java, Perl, VBscript, etc.). If databases are accessed, a related query language, such as SQL, is also present. HTML statements are then generated, but typically they are not pure HTML code, and include client-side code for form validation, client-side computation, and graphical event handling (e.g., Javascript, Java applets, etc.). Static analysis of such a variety of languages – and of all their possible interactions – is a technological challenge.

In this paper, we propose a technique for the extraction of a model of a Web application, obtained by statically analyzing the HTML code that is dynamically generated by the server programs. Input values which cover all relevant navigations are pre-specified by the user, and downloaded pages are either unrolled or merged, in order to produce an abstraction over the set of HTML pages downloaded. The resulting model is computable in presence of high – even “extreme” – dynamism and requires the ability to parse just HTML. The problem of statically approximating the HTML code being generated is absent. On the other side, the model obtained may be partial, if the inputs used to produce it do not cover all relevant behaviors of the Web application. This is an intrinsic limitation of all dynamic analyses.

The Web application model produced in this way can be enriched with the transition probabilities, obtained from the statistical information dumped by the Web server during execution. In absence of ad-hoc data, the access log which is automatically recorded by the Web server can be used. The resulting model can be interpreted as a Markov chain, on which statistical testing can be conducted [22]. Moreover, navigation statistics can be analyzed, to determine the average number of hyperlinks followed before reaching a given page [21], and the usage of navigation facilities offered by the browser instead of the hyperlinks of the site. Test cases can be generated according to the statistics encoded in the Web application model, by performing a stochastic visit on it. The number of failures occurring in such test sessions can be used to estimate reliability, since the behavior of users is stochastically reproduced in the test cases. In addition to this, the paths in the Markov chain model can be sorted by decreasing probability, thus giving a criterion for the prioritization of the test cases.

The proposed model can be semi-automatically extracted from an existing Web application, by exploiting the algorithms detailed in section MODEL EXTRACTION. Section STATISTICAL TESTING deals with testing process, transition probability estimation, and statistical test case generation. Some experimental data obtained on an existing Web application are provided in section CASE STUDY. Related works are discussed in the
successive section, while conclusions and future work are presented in the last section of the paper.

MODEL EXTRACTION

Web application modeling

The aim of a Web application model is that of describing a Web application in terms of composing pages and allowed navigation links. Both dynamic and static pages are to be properly modelled. Dynamic pages are the result of executing a program on the Web server in response to a request from the Web browser of the user. Important interactive features that are exploited by Web applications, like forms and frames, should be part of the model, being relevant to the navigation in a Web application.

Figure 1. Meta model of a generic Web application structure. The model of a given application is an instance of it.

Figure 1 shows the meta model used to describe a generic Web application. The central entity in a Web application is the HTMLPage. An HTML page contains the information to be displayed to the user, and the navigation links toward other pages. It also includes organization and interaction facilities (e.g., frames and forms). Its URL is recorded in the attribute url. Navigation from page to page is modelled by the auto-association of class HTMLPage named link. Web pages can be static or dynamic. While the content of a static Web page is fixed,
the content of a dynamic page is computed at run time by the server (a similar distinction is proposed by Conallen [2] and Eichmann [3]) and may depend on the information provided by the user through input fields. The boolean flag isDynamic distinguishes the two cases. The class ServerProgram models the script/executable that runs on the server side and generates a dynamic HTML output. When the content of a dynamic page depends on the values of a set of input variables, the attribute use of class ServerProgram contains them. A server side program can be executed by traversing a link from an HTML page whose target is the server script/executable and whose attributes include a set of parameters, represented as pairs <name, value> or by submitting a form. The server program can either redirect the request to another server program (auto-association redirect), build an output, dynamic HTML page (association build), or simply redirect to a static HTML page (association redirect). The latter two cases can be distinguished only because the resulting HTML page is respectively static or dynamic. When a server program builds a dynamic page, the input and hidden variable values that have been provided to it are stored in the attributes input and hidden of the resulting page, as sets of couples <name, value>. Field altInput stores alternative inputs that generate the same dynamic page (see page merging below).

A frame is a rectangular area in the currently displayed page where navigation can take place independently. Moreover, the different frames into which a page is decomposed can interact with each other, since a link in a page loaded into a frame can force the loading of another page into a different frame. This can be achieved by adding a target to the hyperlink. Organization into frames is represented by the association split into, whose target is a set of Frame entities. Frame subdivision may be recursive (auto-association split into within class Frame), and each frame has a unary association with the Web page initially loaded into the frame (absent in case of recursive subdivision into frames). When a link in a Web page forces the loading of another page into a different frame, the target frame becomes the data member of the (optional) association class LoadPageIntoFrame.

In HTML user input is gathered by exploiting forms and is passed to a server program, which processes it, in response to a submit event. A Web page can include any number of forms. Each form is characterized by the input variables that are provided by the user through it. Additional hidden variables are exploited to record the state of the interaction. They allow transmitting pairs of the type <name, value> from page to page. Typically, the constant value they are assigned need be preserved during the interactive session for successive usage. Since the HTTP protocol is stateless, this is the basic mechanism used to record the interaction state (variants are represented by cookies and URL parameters).

Client side computation (e.g., embedded JavaScript code), limited to input validation and advanced presentation modes, does not affect the model. It should be reflected in the model if used to gather user input or to perform a connection with a server side page/program. Such cases are currently not handled automatically.

In a Web application, the same server program may behave differently, according to the interaction state. To clarify this situation it is convenient to classify server programs into two categories:

- Server programs with state-independent behavior.
- Server programs with state-dependent behavior.
Figure 2. Example of Web application model. Nodes with gray background are server programs, edge labels contain input variables and hidden variables, separated by a semicolon, within double square brackets.

Server programs in the first category exploit always the same mechanism to produce the output, generating a dynamic page whose structure and links are fixed. The behavior of these server programs is the same in every interaction state. On the contrary, server programs in the second category behave differently when executed under different conditions. A server program may, for example, provide two completely different computations — and consequently different output pages — according to the value of a hidden flag recording a previous user selection.

In presence of server programs with state-dependent behavior, navigation sessions are obtained as paths in the Web application model if server programs and related output pages are replicated for all the possible behavioral variants. We call the resulting model an explicit-state model, differing from the alternative one, called implicit-state model, in that it unrolls server programs and dynamic pages with different behaviors into actually different entities, which are given a progressive identification number. In this way, the page identity is not associated to a physical entity (page or server program), but is rather differentiated according to the behavior.

Let us consider a simple financial Web application, the model of which is shown in Figure 2. This application provides two different services, related to the stock market and to the exchange rates. A single server program $S$ provides both services. The home page of this application, $H$, is a static page containing some descriptive material and two links to the two services. If the user is interested in the stock market, a form gathers the name of the corporation of interest as an input value, while the name of the currency is gathered in the form leading to the exchange rates service. The dynamic page generated in response to the user request allows repeating the request, specifying a different corporation within the stock market service, or a different currency within the exchange rates service. However, when a service type has been selected, it is not possible to switch to the other one without restarting from the home page. In other words, the state of the interaction remains fixed after the initial selection.
In the model of this Web application (Figure 2), the initial static page \( H \) is connected to two replications of the server program \( S, S_1 \) and \( S_2 \), corresponding to the two different behaviors that characterize it. Correspondingly, two different dynamic pages are considered to be built in the two different interaction states, namely \( D_1 \) and \( D_2 \). When the submit edge from \( H \) to \( S \) with \texttt{state=1} is followed, the input variable \texttt{corporation} is passed to the server program, with the value provided by the user. When the user selects the second service, the hidden variable \texttt{state=2} is propagated through the form, together with the input variable \texttt{currency}. The two target objects, \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \), respectively build the two dynamic pages \( D_1 \) and \( D_2 \), which display the requested information and give the user the possibility to provide an alternative \texttt{corporation/currency} in input and see the related information, obtained by the same server program \( S \). The hidden variable \texttt{state} is propagated unchanged to the server program \( S_1 \) from \( D_1 \), and to \( S_2 \) from \( D_2 \).

Dynamic model recovery

In the context of the research project WebFAQ (Web: Flexible Access and Quality), recently launched at our research center, we developed the reverse engineering tool \texttt{ReWeb} [16], supporting the analysis of existing Web applications. One of its modules, called \texttt{Spider}, is responsible for the automatic extraction of the explicit-state model of a target Web application. The main difficulty in this operation is differentiating a same server program according to the different behaviors it may exhibit. Moreover, user input has to be simulated, so that dynamic pages can be generated and navigation can proceed beyond the purely static part of the Web site. To accommodate the latter issue, a set of input values are specified before running the \texttt{Spider}, granting the traversal of all relevant site portions. Such values are used by the \texttt{Spider}, which provides them to the server programs during the downloading of the site pages. Among the hidden and input values that are used by the \texttt{Spider} for the download, some may affect the internal state of the Web application, and consequently the behavior of the server program being invoked. Formally, the domain of input and hidden variables can be partitioned into equivalence classes, and the same behavior is expected to be obtained when the inputs belong to a same equivalence class. In the example of Figure 2, such partitioning is induced by the two possible values of the hidden variable \texttt{state}. When \texttt{state} is equal to 1, the behavior related to the stock market service is obtained, with no regard to the values of the other variables, while \texttt{state=2} characterizes the second equivalence class of inputs of this Web application. The input values provided to the \texttt{Spider} should be comprehensive enough as to cover all different behaviors of the server programs.

Figure 3 shows the pseudocode of the procedure \texttt{DownloadDynamicPage}, which is used by the \texttt{Spider} to download a dynamic page. The inputs to be used for the download are provided externally (in our implementation, in a file called \texttt{forminputFile.txt}). When an input line with a matching action (instr. 2: \texttt{line=f.action, ...}) is found, an object of type \texttt{HTMLPage} is built and inserted into the returned list \( D \), for successive page scan. Such an object has the form \texttt{action} as URL, and the user specified inputs as \texttt{input} values. It can be noted that hidden values found in the form \( f \) are required to be the same as those specified in \texttt{forminputFile.txt} (instr. 3). This condition is necessary to ensure that inputs are used in the correct interaction state: if the same server program is activated in a different state, the
// scan file "formInputFile.txt"
DownloadDynamicPage(f)
1 import globalCounter
2 for each line = (faction, H1=W1, ... & Hn=Wn)
   in "formInputFile.txt"
3 if input = [I1, ... , In] & f.hidden = [H1=W1, ... , Hn=Wn] then
4     q = new HTMLPage()
5     q.url = faction
6     q.isDynamic = true
7     q.counter = globalCounter
8     q.input = [H1=H1, ... , Hn=Hn]
9     q.hidden = f.hidden
10    q.download()
11    D.addElement(q)
12    globalCounter = globalCounter + 1
13 end if
14 end for each
15 return D

Figure 3. Pseudocode of the DownloadDynamicPage procedure, that downloads a dynamic page providing proper input values to the server program.

input line from formInputFile.txt cannot be used. This is easily detected since the related hidden variables have different values.

Different inputs specified by the user may belong to a common equivalence class, being associated with the same behavior of the server program, or the same behavior may be obtained (and the same state may be reached) for different values of the hidden variables. When this knowledge is available a priori, only one sample tuple of values is included in formInputFile.txt. When this is not known, an additional operation of page merging is required to unify equivalent instances of the downloaded pages. Three increasingly weaker page merging heuristic criteria can be used to simplify the explicit state model constructed by the Spider:

1. Dynamic and static pages that are identical according to a character-by-character comparison are considered the same page in the model.
2. Dynamic pages that have identical structure, but different texts, according to a comparison of the syntax trees of the pages, are considered the same in the model.
3. Dynamic pages that have similar structure, according to a similarity metric, such as the tree edit distance, computed on the syntax trees of the pages, are considered the same in the model.

While moving from criterion 1 to 3, the intervention of the user to validate the automatically identified page merges becomes increasingly important, since possible errors become more and more likely. Page merging is an integral part of the Spider procedure, to avoid the construction of multiple copies of a conceptually same page. This contributes to producing a finite model. In fact, a page already in the model may be downloaded an infinite number of times if not
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merged with the corresponding one in the model. In our experience, the hyperlink structure is less informative on the similarity between pages than the abstract syntax tree. This is why the third page merging criterion exploits the syntactic, rather than the hyperlink, structure.

Figure 4. Pseudocode of the SPIDER procedure, that downloads a target Web site and builds the related model.

```plaintext
Spider(target_page)
  1  L.addElement(target_page)
  2  while not (L.isEmpty())
  3      p = L.firstElement()
  4      L.removeElement(p)
  5      if not Pages_already_visited.contains(p) then
  6          if not p.isDynamic then
  7              Pages_already_visited.addElement(p)
  8          p.download()
  9      endif
 10     for each p' in Pages_found
 11         L.addElement(p')
 12         model.addEdgeToModel(p, p')
 13     endfor each
 14     Forms = p.retrieveForms()
 15     for each f in Forms
 16         D = p.DownloadDynamicPage(f)
 17     for each d in D
 18         if Dynamic_pages_already_in_model.containsDynamic(d)
 19             q = model.recoverPageAlreadyInModel(d)
 20             model.addEdgeToModel(p, q)
 21             addAllInput(q, d.input)
 22         else
 23             model.addEdgeToModel(p, d)
 24             L.addElement(d)
 25             Dynamic_pages_already_in_model.addElement(d)
 26         endif
 27     endfor each
 28     endfor each
 29   endwhile
```
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program. In this case, the dynamic page is not added to \( L \) and its input \( d.input \) is considered an alternative input for the page \( (q) \) already in the model. Otherwise, it is inserted into \( L \) for successive visit (line 29). When the equivalence classes characterizing the behavior of the server programs are not known a priori, the page merging heuristics discussed above can be employed to (semi-)automatically recognize equivalent dynamic pages and thus equivalent instances of the related server programs. With reference to Figure 4, page merging is executed at line 23, where potential page unification actions are detected by the \textit{containsDynamic} method.

In principle, the \textit{Spider} procedure is not guaranteed to terminate, because server program nodes could be replicated an infinite number of times in correspondence with the occurrence of states that are not recognized as already encountered before. In practice, the usage of the page merging heuristics results (according to the authors’ experience) in a finite model. Careful selection of the input values, as representative of all equivalence classes of inputs, ensures the completeness of the model.

An example of input file to be used for the extraction of the model in Figure 2 is shown in Figure 5. Each input line contains the name of the server program to be invoked \( (S) \), an input variable (either \textit{corporation} or \textit{currency}), with associated input value, and a hidden variable \textit{state}, with associated state value. The \textit{Spider} module starts its computation by adding the initial page \( H \) to the list \( L \) of pages to download (\textit{targetPage} in \textit{Spider} is \( H \)). Then, page \( H \) is extracted from \( L \) and downloaded (it is not a dynamic page). An HTML parser scans its content, giving the set of referenced pages and of contained forms. In our case, two forms are retrieved. The procedure \textit{DownloadDynamicPage} is invoked on both. The first form has a hidden variable \textit{state}=1, so that only the first two lines of \textit{formInputFile.txt}, shown in Figure 5, match the condition of having the same server program as action \( (S) \) and the same values of the hidden variables. When the first line is processed, the \textit{Spider} requests the execution of the program \( S \) on the Web server with hidden variable \textit{state}=1 and input variable \textit{corporation}="atd". The resulting dynamic page is downloaded by the \textit{Spider} and added to the list of downloaded dynamic pages \( D \). A second dynamic page is generated for the second line of \textit{formInputFile.txt}, with the same hidden variable value and \textit{corporation}="zpm". Such two dynamic pages are iteratively taken into consideration at line 22 of the \textit{Spider} procedure. While the first page is surely \textit{not} contained in the model, and it is therefore added to \( L \) and to the model, the second is already in the model, since the same behavior of \( S \) was already observed in correspondence with the first input line used. One possibility to recognize that the second page is equivalent to the first one is to know a priori that variable \textit{state} determines the internal state of \( S \) and partitions the input domain into equivalence classes. As a consequence,
the second page is unified with the first one, belonging to the same equivalence class. If this knowledge is not available, the two pages can be compared to recognize the possibility of merging them. The first merging criterion is expected to fail: since the two pages report data of two different corporations ("std" and "zpm"), they are expected not to be textually equal. However, the second merging criterion is expected to succeed, in that a common page structure is expected to be used to provide the same kind of information – even if referred to different corporations. The input used for the second dynamic page is stored as an alternative input for the page previously inserted into the model. The execution of DownloadDynamicPage on the second form of the home page gives two dynamic pages that are unified in a similar way.

After the first iteration of the loop at line 2 in the Spider procedure, the list $L$ of model elements still to be considered contains $D_1$ and $D_2$, the two dynamic pages generated by $S$ with the inputs taken from the first and the third line of formInputFile.txt. Both pages contain one form. The form of $D_1$ has a hidden variable $\text{state}=1$. Therefore, for the download of the associated dynamic page, lines 1 and 2 of formInputFile.txt can be used. The first resulting page is identical to $D_1$, while the second one has the same structure. As a consequence, both of them can be merged with $D_1$ (merging criteria 1 and 2 respectively). A priori knowledge about the possibility to discriminate the equivalence classes of inputs according to the value of $\text{state}$ would simplify this task. The result is an edge labeled submit from $D_1$ to $S_1$. Similarly, the input lines to be used for the form in $D_2$ are the third and fourth lines of formInputFile.txt and the dynamic pages obtained by form submission can be unified with $D_2$, giving rise to a link between $D_2$ and $S_2$. The final model produced by the Spider is exactly the one reported in Figure 2.

**STATISTICAL TESTING**

Complete testing of all paths/interactions is unfeasible for any non trivial system. Statistical testing aims at focusing on the portions of the system under test that are more frequently accessed, in order to ensure that the reliability of the delivered product be high. By verifying that the output produced in the most likely interactions of the user with the system is correct, statistical testing allows measuring and reducing the probability that an untested user interaction occurs after product delivery.

The main phases involved in statistical testing are:

1. Construction of a statistical testing model, based on available usage data.
2. Test case generation based on the statistics encoded in the testing model.
3. Test case execution and analysis of execution output for reliability estimation.

In phase 1 probabilities are assigned to the interactions a user may have with the system. In our case, the Web application model will be enriched with probabilities of navigation from a page to another one. In phase 2 the most likely execution paths can be followed. Alternatively, a random walk according to the transition probabilities encoded in the model can be conducted. Finally, in phase 3 faults are possibly revealed. Fault occurrence data are used to predict reliability.
Testing process

![Diagram of the testing process](image)

**Figure 6. TestWeb's modules and their dependencies on ReWeb and the user input.**

The explicit-state model of the Web application to be tested is generated by the tool **ReWeb** (see Figure 6), which contains the **Spider** module. The operation of state merging of type 2 and 3 (see previous section) is currently performed manually, while type merging of type 1 is automated. If no input is specified for a given dynamic page, the **Spider** will not expand the model beyond the related server program. This feature of **ReWeb** is useful to analyze the functioning of portions of a Web application. Partitioning the tested functionalities by cutting the model at given nodes is important, especially for large Web applications.

As depicted in Figure 6, **TestWeb** contains a test case generation engine (**Test generator**), able to produce a set of paths from the model, according to a user defined criterion, such as prioritization by likelihood, or path generation during a stochastic visit, and to generate test cases from it. Other testing criteria that the user can specify are related to structural (coverage and data flow) testing [17]. Generated test cases are sequences of URLs which, once executed, grant the achievement of the selected criterion. Input values in each URL sequence are those specified for the **Spider**. Such inputs can be marked with the unrolling index of the server program and dynamic page they allow to download. In this way, during testing it is possible to obtain exactly the dynamic page with the structure required to follow a given path. In fact, a page with the needed structure was obtained by the **Spider** by providing the same input values. Such a possibility solves one of the major problems in testing traditional software: selecting the inputs to traverse a path of interest. Testing Web applications is simpler because branch selection can be forced, being associated to the user navigation, which is an external input. Moreover, the existence of the hyperlink to be followed is granted if the dynamic page is obtained under the same conditions in which it was downloaded. This can be achieved by exploiting the same inputs that are used by the **Spider**.

**TestWeb**'s **Test executor** can now provide the URL request sequence of each test case to the Web server, attaching proper inputs to each form. The output pages produced by the server are stored for further examination. After execution, the test engineer intervenes to assess the pass/fail result of each test case. For such an evaluation, she/he opens the output pages on a
browser and checks whether the output is correct for each given input (functionality testing). During regression check such user intervention is no longer required, since the oracle (expected output values) is the one produced (and manually checked) in a previous testing iteration. Of course, a manual intervention is still required in presence of discrepancies. A second, numeric output of test case execution is the level of coverage reached by the current test suite. This gives the cumulative probability of path traversal in case of statistical testing, while it gives the percentage of entities (pages, hyperlinks, data flows, etc.) covered, in case of structural testing. In Figure 6, the manual interventions required to reverse engineer and test a Web application are indicated within diamonds.

Transition probabilities

In order to apply statistical testing to a Web application, it is convenient to build its usage model. The usage model is a representation of the statistics involved in the executions of a given application and in the input values provided. A natural choice of usage model for a Web application is a Markov chain. In fact, each HTML page can be seen as a state and hyperlinks in the page can be regarded as Markov chain edges leading to other states. The usage model of a Web application can therefore be obtained from its explicit-state model. The only missing information to make it a Markov chain is an estimate of the transition probabilities to be associated with the edges. Values for such probabilities can be computed by using historical information, such as that contained in the log file. It represents the (conditioned) probability of navigating, at the next step, toward another page.

Let us consider the Web application model in Figure 2 (also in Figure 7, with exit node and edge labels added). An example of related access log, here slightly simplified for the sake

Figure 7. In the explicit-state model (left), dynamic pages $D_1$ and $D_2$ are connected to the additional exit node $X$. A (simplified) access log is shown on the right.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transition Log</th>
<th>Assignment of Pages to Sites</th>
<th>Source Site</th>
<th>Possible Transition</th>
<th>Destination Site</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$e_1$</td>
<td>$S_1$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$S_1$</td>
<td>$D_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_2$</td>
<td>$S_1$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$S_1$</td>
<td>$D_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_3$</td>
<td>$S_2$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$S_2$</td>
<td>$D_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_4$</td>
<td>$S_2$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$S_2$</td>
<td>$D_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_5$</td>
<td>$D_1$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$D_1$</td>
<td>$X$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_6$</td>
<td>$D_2$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$D_2$</td>
<td>$X$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_7$</td>
<td>$S_1$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$S_1$</td>
<td>$D_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_8$</td>
<td>$S_2$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$S_2$</td>
<td>$D_2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- $h1.d1.com$: $H$
- $h1.d1.com$: $S$ & state = $1$ & corporation = "ttt"
- $h2.d2.com$: $H$
- $h2.d2.com$: $S$ & state = $2$ & currency = "euro"
- $h1.d1.com$: $S$ & state = $1$ & corporation = "bb"
- $h2.d2.com$: $S$ & state = $2$ & currency = "dollar"
- $h3.d3.com$: $H$
- $h3.d3.com$: $S$ & state = $1$ & corporation = "cc"
- $h4.d4.com$: $H$
- $h4.d4.com$: $S$ & state = $1$ & corporation = "acb"
- $h5.d5.com$: $H$
- $h5.d5.com$: $S$ & state = $2$ & currency = "pound"
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Edge</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Prob.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$e_1$</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>$3/5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_2$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$2/5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_3$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_4$</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_5$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$1/4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_6$</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>$3/4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_7$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$1/3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_8$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$2/3$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I. Estimation of the transition probabilities.

of presentation, is given in Figure 7 (right). In particular, time stamps are assumed to be associated to each entry of the log, although not shown. The first column contains the name of the host requesting a Web page. The next column contains the name of the requested page followed by the input provided to the Web server (via GET). When requests coming from the same host are found within a proper time interval (10 minutes in our case study, see next section), it is assumed that navigation from a previously accessed page to a new one is taking place. Otherwise, a direct request of a page is considered to occur. Thus, the second request of page $S$ made by $\text{h1.d1.com}$ is considered to be issued from the page downloaded with the previous request. In other words, while the first request made by $\text{h1.d1.com}$ causes the traversal of the edges $e_1$ and $e_3$, the second request comes from $D_1$ and results in the traversal of $e_5$ and $e_3$. When a request from a host is not followed by any other request from the same host, it is assumed that the edge leading to the exit node is followed. This corresponds to termination of the navigation session. With reference to the log in Figure 7, after the second request of $S$ from $\text{h1.d1.com}$, the edge $e_7$, leading to page $X$, is marked as traversed, in that no further request issued by the same host is present in the access log (within a reasonable time interval).

The simple analysis of the access log described above allows marking each edge in the Web site model with the number of traversals resulting from the access log. With reference to the example in Figure 7, the edge traversal count reported in the second column of Table I is obtained. Such values can be normalized into relative frequencies, approximating the probabilities of the related Markov chain, by dividing by the sum over the outgoing edges of each node. The result is an estimate of the probabilities of a Markov chain modeling the usage of the site, reflecting the real world requests arriving to the Web application. In practice, some page sequences in the access log may be not recognizable as following legal connections between pages, due to the absence of intermediate pages which are cached by the browser and are retrieved by means of commands such as back, forward and go-to. As a first approximation, they can be skipped during the analysis of the access log, giving no contribution to the edge traversal counts. A better approximation can be obtained by modeling the (minimum) sequence
of browser commands necessary to navigate from a page to its successor in the access log, when no direct link exists between them.

**Statistical testing techniques**

The Markov chain model of a Web application can be exploited for statistical testing with two purposes:

1. Estimating the reliability of the Web application.
2. Prioritizing the execution of test cases.

To the first aim, test cases are automatically generated according to the statistics encoded in the Markov chain. This is easily achieved by stochastically visiting the chain, i.e. by choosing which edge to traverse in accordance with the transition probabilities of the outgoing edges. The resulting test suite complies with the statistics of the usage patterns and simulates a real usage of the Web application. When test cases are executed and failures occur, the classical measures of reliability can be made, by determining the Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) and estimating the probability $R$ of correct behavior within a given time interval (reliability models) [14]. Such measures can be useful to decide when to stop testing. For the present work, we have used a very simple reliability model, based on the following formulas:

$$R = 1 - \frac{f}{n}$$

$$MTBF = \frac{n}{f}$$

where $n$ is the total number of test cases executed and $f$ is the (estimated) number of failures.

Additional reliability estimates, such as those proposed in [22] are also possible, since a Markov chain is adopted as usage model. They include stopping criteria based on the discriminant, the probability of a failure-free realization of the testing chain and the expected number of steps between failure states.

To the second aim, paths in the Markov chain are ordered according to their probabilities, given by the product of the probabilities on the traversed edges. With reference to the example in Figure 7 and the probabilities in Table I, the paths following $e_1$ as first edge and looping $n$ times through $e_3$ and $e_5$ have probability $3/5(1/4)^n3/4$, while the paths following $e_2$ as initial edge and looping $n$ times through $e_4$ and $e_6$ have probability $2/5(1/3)^n2/3$. The sorted

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$e_1 e_3 e_7$</td>
<td>9/20</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>$e_1 e_3 (e_3 e_5)^2 e_7$</td>
<td>9/320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$e_2 e_6 e_8$</td>
<td>4/15</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$e_2 e_4 (e_6 e_4)^3 e_8$</td>
<td>4/405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$e_1 e_3 (e_5 e_3) e_7$</td>
<td>9/80</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>$e_1 e_3 (e_3 e_5)^3 e_7$</td>
<td>9/1280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$e_2 e_4 (e_6 e_4) e_8$</td>
<td>4/45</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>$e_2 e_4 (e_6 e_4)^4 e_8$</td>
<td>4/1215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>$e_2 e_4 (e_6 e_4)^2 e_8$</td>
<td>4/135</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>$e_1 e_3 (e_3 e_5)^4 e_7$</td>
<td>9/5120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II. Paths sorted by decreasing probability.
list of the top ten paths is given in Table II. The next path, not included in the Table, has probability 4/3645 (approx. 0.1%), while the overall probability of the top ten paths is approximately 99.78%. This means that after executing 10 test cases for the paths in Table II, the probability that the user exercises a path not seen during testing is 0.22%.

CASE STUDY
Model recovery

In the following, statistical testing of the Web application **ITC-publications** (http://publications.itc.it/), providing the on-line database of the ITC-irst (our research center) publications, will be presented and discussed. The richness of its dynamic structure makes it an interesting case study for modeling and testing. Papers in the ITC-publications database can be accessed directly from the initial page of the site, db.htm, by means of three different forms collecting user inputs. The first form permits a search by **author**, **title**, **reference number** and **abstract**. The second form permits a free text search, referred to all document fields (input variable **query**), while the third form produces a page with links to all the publications available in the database. After submitting the first form, filled in with correct inputs (for example with abstract **slicing** or author **ricca** and title **web**), the dynamic page **ext-search.idc** appears, showing the list of papers matching the inputs inserted. For each paper, a button, implemented in HTML as a form containing a hidden variable with the paper reference number, is displayed in the resulting Web page. In case of selection of a paper, the dynamic page **ext-view.idc** is loaded. This page contains details on the chosen paper, such as abstract and complete list of authors. Its links permit returning to the initial page and displaying a help page (**help.htm**). The results of submitting the second and third forms are respectively the dynamic pages **ext-search2.idc** and **ext-search3.idc**. The structure of these pages is very similar to **ext-search.idc**. Like **ext-search.idc**, they show the list of papers from which one can be selected, resulting in the generation of the dynamic page **ext-view.idc**. In case the input values inserted into any of the three forms are not correct, the result is a blank page and the only way to return to input insertion is using the back button of the browser and going to the initial page **db.htm**. Figure 8 shows the explicit-state model of the Web application **ITC-publications** as recovered by **ReWeb** with the inputs indicated in Figure 9.

In total, construction of the model required 3 page merging operations. Two page mergings of type 1 have been automatically detected and executed, while the other one (page **ext-search.idc**, type 3), has been identified and performed manually: the three inputs specified by the user belong to a common equivalence class, **author=ricca & title=web, abstract=slicing**, and **ref_number=0102-01**, (see Figure 9). The resulting pages have a similar structure, thus suggesting that the related server program generates them in a similar internal state. Actually, these three dynamic pages are produced in exactly the same way by the server program, although with slightly different inputs. No page merging was incorrectly detected by the implemented heuristics.
Figure 8. Explicit-state model of the Web application ITC-publishations. Nodes with gray background are server programs, edge labels contain input variables and hidden variables, separated by a semicolon, within double square brackets. The dash represents the empty list.

Figure 9. File formInputFile.txt, used to download the Web application ITC-publishations.

Usage model

In order to apply statistical testing to ITC-publishations, it is necessary to build its usage model. The server log file of ITC-publishations has been analyzed to estimate the transition probabilities associated with the model edges. The log file analyzed contains user connections during about two years, from 18-04-2000 to 12-02-2002. Each line of the log file provides, for each user connection, the following information: date, time, name of the host requesting the Web page (IP-number), name of the requested page, HTML status code (404 for resource not found, 200 resource found) and User-Agent (browser) used.
The first task was a preprocessing to remove all log entries with suffix gif, jpeg, mpeg etc., i.e. images, sounds and video files. Then all log entries with HTML status code equal to 404 have been deleted as well. The next task was session identification. Sessions can be precisely identified if the logged information includes session/user identifiers (propagated to the server as URL parameters or hidden variables), or, when cookies are used, if the related data are stored in the log file. In absence of such kind of information, a session can be approximated, in a log file, as a set of subsequent accesses to the Web site by a user with the same IP-number and the same User-Agent, within a given time period (time-out). In the session identification phase this value is quite important. In our implementation the time-out is fixed to 10 minutes, a reasonable time in order for a session to be closed. It has been determined by manually estimating the sessions, using the access log information and trying to avoid the loss of a session tail (too short time-out) as well as the mix of two or more separated sessions (too long time-out).

The analysis of the log file highlighted the presence of several consecutive page requests, within a same session, that are not feasible according to the edges in the extracted model. 869 out of 2046 sessions exhibit such a problem. For example, many (precisely, 445) requests of the page `ext-view.idc` are followed by requests of the page `ext-search.idc`, although in the model (see Figure 8) there does not exist an explicit hyperlink between these two pages.

A first usage model (Figure 10) has been computed, ignoring infeasible pairs of requests in the access log. Node X in the usage model represents the end of a user interaction (end of a session). An edge from a given page to X, labeled with probability $p$, models the case where the user navigation terminates. Its complement (navigation to another page), has thus
probability $1 - p$, equal to the sum of probabilities over the other outgoing edges. In the usage model, server programs (nodes with grey background in the model) are not represented, since they generate the resulting dynamic pages (shown in the usage model) with probability 1.

By manually inspecting the infeasible pairs of consecutive pages, it was evident that in such cases the navigation performed by the user comprises one or more accesses to the previously visited page (back button in most browsers). Since this page is stored in the browser cache, it does not generate any request on the Web server. Correspondingly, no entry is produced in the access log. A simple algorithm has been defined and implemented to estimate the pressure of the back button by the user during the navigation. It works in the following way: when two consecutive pages appear in a same session of the access log for which no edge exists in the model, the preceding pages in the same session are examined, moving backward from the infeasible pair. As soon as a page is encountered that contains a link toward the second page of the pair, the backward traversal is stopped and all traversed pages are used as a completion of the session. Correspondingly, the usage model is augmented with edges that connect a page to (one of) its predecessors, each time a backward traversal is discovered by the algorithm described above. Considering the possibility of backward navigation, a plausible explanation can be given for most of the infeasible sequences of pages in the access log (777 out of 809).

For example, the infeasible sequence `db.htm, ext-search.idc, ext-search` becomes feasible by introducing a backward edge from `ext-search.idc` to `db.htm`, before the last request of `ext-search.idc`. In fact, it is very likely that after a first search (`ext-search.idc` following `db.htm`), the user pushed the back button, with the browser loading `db.htm` from the cache and no request traced in the log file, to perform a new search. Then, after the insertion of the parameters for the new search, the dynamic page `ext-search.idc` is requested for a second time. The (feasible) path followed by the user becomes: `db.htm, ext-search.idc, db.htm` (back pressed), `ext-search.idc`. Remaining infeasible sequences, not explained by the algorithm above, may be due to direct accesses to a page (go-to button or complete address specification) or to imprecise session identification.

Figure 11. Usage model of the Web application ITC-publications with back edges (dotted).
Table III. Paths sorted by decreasing probability.

Figure 11 shows the new usage model, inclusive of backward edges. The values of the transition probabilities associated with the edges are changed, with respect to the previous usage model, in particular in the case of edges connected to the exit node X. In fact, several sessions terminate with one or more infeasible pairs of pages. Backward edges are new outgoing edges, whose probability was previously zero. Being now greater than zero, it produces a reduction of the probabilities associated with the other outgoing edges (such as the termination edges).

Path selection

Table III shows the ten most probable paths in the usage model, sorted by decreasing probability. The overall probability of the top ten paths is approximately 46.6%. The most probable navigation (topmost path) consists of the traversal of $e_5$ only, the edge that connects the initial page to X. It accounts for the sessions in which the initial page is loaded and then no further page is accessed. The second topmost path accounts for a paper search (performed by means of ext-search.idc), followed by the selection of one entry in the search result, visualized by means of ext-view.idc. Then, the session terminates. The third topmost path consists of the same navigation as the second one, without entry selection.

The Total Probability (TP) of a set of paths (such as 46.6% for those in Table III) is the sum of the probabilities of the paths. If paths are interpreted as test cases for the Web application, a set of paths with a high TP is a test suite that provides a statistically more complete test than a test suite with lower TP. Correspondingly, test cases are generated from paths sorted by decreasing probability. By adding more test cases, the TP increases and with an infinite number of test cases this value tends to 100%. Table IV shows the values of TP for an increasing number of test cases ($n$).

For example, if we execute the 500 most probable test cases, instead of the most probable 20, the TP becomes 80.1% (from 55.3%). This means that after executing the 500 most probable test cases, the probability that the user exercises a path not seen during statistical testing is 19.9% (i.e., 100% - 80.1%). With 20000 test cases the TP becomes 92.2%.

Figure 12 gives a graphical representation of the data in Table IV. The abscissa represents the number of test cases, while the ordinate gives the TP value. It is apparent from the
Table IV. Total probability of the n most probable paths.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test cases (n)</th>
<th>TP</th>
<th>Test cases (n)</th>
<th>TP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>46.6%</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>83.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>55.3%</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>84.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>59.7%</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>86.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>64.6%</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>86.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>70.2%</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>88.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>75.0%</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>90.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>77.4%</td>
<td>20000</td>
<td>92.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>80.1%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 12. Plot of the total probability vs. number of test cases.
plot that beyond 500 test cases, the growth rate of the curve becomes smaller and smaller. Correspondingly the extra effort necessary to produce, execute and check additional test cases is not justified in terms of statistical test thoroughness.

Reliability estimation

To compute the reliability $R$ of **ITC-publications**, one thousand test cases ($n = 1000$) have been generated, by performing a stochastic visit of the Markov chain model of the Web application. Correspondingly, the (estimated) number of failures $f$ is 415.25 (see below), and the resulting reliability $R$ is 58.5% ($R = 1 - f/n$). This means that the existing Web application is executed 58.5% of the times without failures. In the remaining cases, one or more failures occur, resulting in a user dissatisfaction. The presence of failures indicates that defects are still present in this Web application. Their impact in terms of impossibility to satisfy a user request is remarkable; according to our user model only 58.5% of the sessions can be completed successfully. In all other cases, the defects in the Web application produce a user observable failure and the session terminates without providing the searched information. Actually, the estimated reliability applies to new users, having no prior experience with this Web application. On the contrary, returning users are expected to be aware of the defect, and correspondingly avoid the bugged input sequence.

Let us consider the observed failures in more detail. Execution of the test case number 2 in Table III highlights an anomalous behavior, associated to a defect of the server program `ext-search.idc`, used by the **ITC-publications** application. When the search is made by `abstract`, a text, expected to appear in the searched paper `abstract`, is specified in the first form of the initial page. The text specified by the user is assigned to the variable `abstract`. The anomalous behavior occurs each time this variable is assigned a non empty value, regardless of the values of the other variables of this form (collecting author, title and reference number, as other possible inputs). If `abstract` is a non empty string, an no other search criterion is specified, the entire database of publications is reported in the output (a very long list), with no filtering in place at all. If other search criteria are specified in addition to the `abstract`, the latter is ignored: the presence of search data about the abstract is not handled and results in an incorrect output, with no regard to the other form fields.

The main problem with the estimation of the reliability $R$ for this Web application is that a failure occurs each time a search is made through the first form and the abstract is specified as search criterion. While our usage model provides an accurate estimate of the probability of a search made through the first form, we have no data from which to estimate the number of times a search includes the specification of the text expected to appear in the abstract. In fact, the values submitted by forms (via Post) are not saved in the access log, and no additional logging facility was in place in the time interval considered. We have consequently made a very rough estimate of the probability that a user inserts some data in the `abstract` field. Since the form permits a search by `author`, `title`, `reference number` and `abstract`, there are 16 different combinations of inputs (no field specified, field 1 specified, field 2 specified, ..., all four fields specified). Eight combinations out of 16 have the field `abstract` filled in, while the other 8 do not. If the probability of these 16 cases is considered to be uniform, the probability to fill in the field `abstract` is 50%. The main limitation of this estimate is that it might be
the case that the 16 possible combinations are not equally probable at all. If for example, the insertion of data about the abstract is less likely than the other data, a lower probability of having a failure would be obtained.

Among the considered 1000 paths, 678 submit the first form at least once (in these paths the edge $e_1$ is contained at least once). When $e_1$ appears in a path exactly once, the probability of a failure is $p = 0.5$, i.e., the probability of filling in the abstract field. For paths with two occurrences of $e_1$, the probability of not producing a failure is $(1-p)^2 = 0.25$ (both occurrences of $e_1$ do not contain the field abstract). Its complement, $0.75$, is the probability of a path with failure. With 3 occurrences of $e_1$ a failure has a probability $1 - (1 - p)^3 = 0.875$, and in general, when a path contains $k$ occurrences of $e_1$, the probability of observing a failure is

$$P[Fail] = 1 - (1 - p)^k$$

The mean number of observed failures for the 1000 test cases can thus be computed as the sum of the probabilities $P[Fail]$ over all test cases (with $P[Fail] = 0$ for test cases not including $e_1$, as results also from the formula above with $k = 0$). This sum is equal to 415.25. If used as the estimated value of $f$ (total number of failures observed), it produces a reliability equal to 58.5%. This means that the analyzed application is expected to fail providing the requested information to the user about half of the times, due to the presence of $e_1$ in the navigation path and to the specification of the field abstract.

Discussion

The structure of a Web application is typically associated to a highly connected graph, which is often one strongly connected component as a whole. Back edges and hyperlinks providing alternative navigations are quite common, making the resulting structure close to a fully connected graph. On the contrary, state/structural models used for statistical testing of traditional software are typically simpler graphs. The main consequence of this difference is that the number of paths that can be followed, with a proper upper bound for the loops, tends to be much higher for Web applications than for traditional applications, since several (unstructured) ways to go back to a same starting point are available in a Web application. When the graph representation of the Web application is used for statistical testing, such a difference has a very negative impact on the ability to reach a high value of the total probability (TP) of the considered paths. In fact, if a loop is traversed $k$ times in a path, the overall probability of the path is equal to the loop free probability multiplied by $q^k$, where $q$ is the probability of traversing the loop. Since the loop factor $q^k$ decreases exponentially with $k$, as soon as loop traversals are included in the considered paths, the contribution of additional paths to the TP becomes small. In other words, when the structure of the Web application is strongly connected, loop probabilities tend to make the contribution of new test cases to the TP small. The result is that it is difficult to achieve high values of TP and the user is expected to live with a Web application containing paths that have a non negligible probability of being traversed, but have never been exercised during testing. For Web applications with an internal state having dependences on the specific path followed, this results in a limited efficacy of the test phase. It is thus preferable to limit as much as possible the dependences of the internal
state on the path followed. Ideally, only the immediate predecessor should affect the internal state of the application.

For the present work, the usage model constructed from the access log consists basically of an estimate of the probabilities associated with the possible navigation paths. However, when the user navigates along a given path, input values are inserted into the forms encountered during the navigation. A more complete usage model should include also an estimate of the probabilities that a given input (or an input from a given equivalence class) be inserted into a form. In fact, the occurrence of a failure depends both on the followed path and on the inserted inputs. The absence of information about the probability of the inputs affects the statistical significance of the test cases that are produced, and the estimate of the reliability of the Web application. As regards the test cases, they should cover the most probable paths as well as the most probable inputs, while in our work we have been able to pursue only the first objective. As regards reliability, if inputs are considered uniformly distributed, both an overestimate and an underestimate are possible. If the inputs generating the failures are less likely than estimated according to a uniform distribution, reliability will be higher than estimated, Vice versa, it will be lower if failure inputs are more likely than in the uniform distribution.

RELATED WORK

Various Web application modeling methods have been proposed for different purposes, such as testing [8, 9, 11], architecture recovery [5, 10] and design [2, 6]. Each method emphasizes some particular aspect of a Web application. The representation adopted in [10] is similar to the one proposed in [2]. The latter work is focused on forward engineering and is suited for the high level specification of a Web application, while the conceptual model proposed in [10] is focused on a reverse-engineering process. In fact, it better highlights the behavior of and the dynamic interaction between the elements in an existing Web application. In the adopted representation, differences between static client pages and dynamic client pages, passive Web objects (e.g., images) and active Web objects (e.g., scripts) are remarked, and interface objects (i.e., objects that interface the Web application with a DBMS or an external system) are added. On the contrary, our model aims at explicitly representing user navigations. Consequently, internal entities such as interface objects, and passive and active Web objects, are not considered.

Recently, some testing tools have been proposed to support functional testing of Web applications [7, 11, 12]. The black-box testing tool proposed in [12] is based on capture/replay facilities: it records the interactions that a user has with the graphical interface and repeats them during regression testing. The tool described in [7] supports the specification of test cases in XML and provides powerful facilities to encode the related oracles. Operations such as retrieving a node in the abstract syntax tree of the resulting page and checking a value (also by means of regular expressions) are available. The authors of [11] exploit a slightly different format for the specification of test cases, based on decision tables that include input values for each execution variant and expected outputs. Execution is automated by their tool WAT. We share with these works the ability to automate test case execution and the focus on functionality testing, but differently from them we take also navigation statistics into consideration for test case construction.
In [9] traditional data flow testing techniques are extended to Web applications. The data flow information is captured using various flow graphs. Control flow graph and interprocedural control flow graph are used to discover def-use chains present in the scripting portion of a client Web page or present in a server program, while object control flow graph and composite control flow graph permit to compute two more types of def-use chains. The first one is associated with different function invocation sequences, depending on the user interaction (scripting events), while the second captures def-use chains between different pages, where a variable is defined in a page and is used in a server program.

A statistical technique is proposed in [1] for the automatic selection of the paths to be exercised in a static Web site. Similarly to our work, the number of invalid links encountered along the test paths allows estimating the site reliability, i.e., probability that a user completes the navigation without errors.

Statistical Web testing has been proposed in [8]. The main differences between our method and theirs are in the model extracted and in the type of failures considered. The approach in [8] is based on UMMs (Unified Markov Models), generated using the FastStats log file analysis tool. This tool analyses the data in the access log and produces the hyperlink tree view, a tree-structured graph that shows the Web site architecture as well as the direct hits (edge traversal count) from parent pages to child pages. In contrast, we construct an explicit-state model, which captures also the dynamic aspects of a Web application (ignored in [8]), and we perform functionality testing. The usage model of our approach, similar to their UMMs, is obtained in a second time, by decorating the explicit-state model with probabilities deduced from the log file. The failures considered by their method are those present in the access log and error log, i.e., failures such as "permission denied" (accounting for unauthorized access to a Web resource) or "file does not exist" (the requested file was not found in the system). Our technique permits to discover these types of failure. In addition, our technique detects the behavioral deviations from the user expectations (functionality testing) not reported in log files, as follows: the output pages are inspected by the test engineer to assess whether the test cases have been passed or not, going beyond the information about static failures reported in the log files.

Statistical analysis of the user access to Web resources is widely exploited in Web usage mining [4, 13, 15, 20]. The purpose of these works is quite different from ours. Data mining techniques are applied to discover usage patterns from Web data, such as those recorded in a (possibly extended) log. Obtained information is useful for Web personalization, recommendation, and navigation improvement.

In our previous works [16, 17, 18, 19] we focused on Web model definition and construction, Web reengineering, and structural testing. Our Web application model has been described in [16, 17]. Static analysis based on such a model are proposed in [16], while white box, coverage testing is investigated in detail in [17]. However, the algorithm for the dynamic recovery of a Web application model is not thoroughly described in neither of the previous works [16, 17]. Testing processes are discussed in [19] with reference to the typical life cycle of a Web application. Examples of analyses and transformations aimed at Web restructuring are provided in [18]. The present work, which extends [21], builds upon our previous works on modeling and testing. Its novel contribution is in the analysis of the navigation statistics.
in order to drive testing. Moreover, it provides detailed algorithms for dynamic model and Markov chain construction, as well as a preliminary empirical assessment.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

A model of dynamic Web applications has been presented and used for the definition of statistical testing techniques. The model can be extracted from an existing Web application by means of a semi-automatic procedure, requiring user involvement only in the specification of a set of input values covering all the internal states of the application. Partial models can still be constructed and are still of interest whenever full coverage of all possible internal states is not granted by the available set of inputs.

The proposed model has been recovered for an existing Web application. Information available from the access log has been used to estimate transition probabilities. A stochastic visit of the resulting Markov chain has been performed to generate test cases in agreement with the typical usage patterns, leading to an estimate of the reliability of the analyzed application, which was quite low, due to a failure occurring along a quite frequently accessed path. The statistical information encoded in the Markov chain model has been exploited also to prioritize test cases, from those exercising the most likely paths to the less likely ones.

A critical review of the results obtained on the case study highlights some directions for our future research. A test case is associated to a path in the Web application model. In the Web application we considered for testing, the ability of a test case to reveal a defect depended only and exclusively on the presence (absence) of a given edge of the model in the path, and on the input values inserted into the source page of such an edge, with no regard to the path length and to the input values inserted previously. The reason for this is that the considered application has a very simple state model, where the internal state is directly induced by the values inserted into a form, and it is reset after the execution of `ext-view.idc`, which is at most at distance 2 from the form. Previous internal states have no effect on the current one and the current one does not influence the future states, if outside the 2-step path. In such cases, it makes no sense to consider paths of length greater than 2, since they are functionally equivalent to those of length 2. In other words, it is possible to split the given Web application into a set of smaller sub-applications, consisting of three pages each: a page with a form to be filled in for the search (with the form varying according to the search criterion), the dynamic page with the search result, and the dynamic page produced by selecting an entry from the search result. Testing of the sub-applications is of course much less expensive than testing the whole application (full coverage of all paths is easily achieved for the sub-applications). The presence of a very local state of a Web application is, in our opinion, a quite general feature of several existing applications. This is partially explained by the nature of the interactions mediated by the Web, which have typically the form of an input submission followed by a resulting page, with the possibility to interrupt the navigation at every moment. Moreover, ensuring the expected behavior in case of long chains of dependences is a difficult task, due to the (typically) high connectivity of the Web application structures (see 'Discussion' in the CASE STUDY section). The possibility to identify independent portions of a Web application
that can be tested separately seems to be an important issue, and will be the subject of our future work.

Another aspect where the present work can be improved is the usage model constructed for a Web application. Currently, we are not modeling the statistics of the input values inserted by users into forms, in case of submission via POST, since such values are not recorded in the access log. However, the results obtained on our case study indicate that an accurate estimate of the reliability can be obtained only if the usage model includes the statistics of the input values. In order to obtain them, it is necessary to develop an instrumentation tool to automatically log the inputs submitted by the user when requesting the generation of a dynamic page. This is also a topic of our future research.
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